“WHAT DO YOU MEAN, YOU RODE RIGHT OVER? WHY’D YOU...?”

SIGH...

J... JUST... JUST GO HOME.

B-BUT...

YOUR TEXT... YOU SAID WE HAD TO TALK...

I THOUGHT...

I SAID...?

-DID... ANYONE SEE YOU?

NO.

IT’S POURING...

C’MON, MISS PAM. CAN’T I COME UP AND TALK?
Dang, I don't think she's gonna--

Come...

Okay, quick...

Up the stairs...

First floor...

Apartment thirteen...

The last door on the right.

Sounds like a magical place.

Indeed, it does, bark--

Hey, guys? Listen...

I'm sorry I didn't let you go.

It's just...

I need you both for a little longer.

Miss Pam is... is...

Hmmm... yum yum.

So...

Do we have a deal?

One more?

Heh...

You hold the cards now, Timothy Currey...

...deal us in.
WE DID IT. WE'RE IN.

HN-HN.

SIGH.

JUST... WAIT HERE. I'LL TURN UP THE HEAT.

YES, MA'AM.

HOLY SHIT!

PHEW!

THIS IS LIKE... A FANTASY COME TRUE!!

ALRIGHT, PLAY IT COOL.

I MEAN...

WE ALREADY DID THIS EARLIER TODAY...

YEAH...

WE GOT THIS.

WE PLAY OUR CARDS RIGHT HERE!

NOW...

WHAT THE HELL IS THIS, TIMOTHY? SOME KIND OF BLACKMAIL?

BECAUSE IF IT IS I SWEAR TO--

N-NO!

W-WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

YOUR TEXT SAID...

UH-HUH!

ONE SEC. LET ME JUST GET MY...

PHONE...

I NEED YOUR WI-FI.

UHMH...

HUH?

INTERNET?

OH! RIGHT...
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"Anniculopoebosa33?"

Uhm... pass is... Apt 13.

Ah...

Ca-hem.

"Ah..."

...

...

...

Sigh...

Give it here.

Hn...

...

Tec... Tec... Tec...

Plim!

Well, that's just...

Great.

W-what?

My last message just came through.
Oh yeah... the black out.

What about... my address?

You have location turned on...

In the app... thing...

Ugh... crap.

...Do you still wanna talk?

I...

Jeez... I don't even know anymore.

Huh...

What?

Hey!

Put those eyes back in your head.

You're still wet behind the ears.

...Literally.
I just wanted to hang this up...

It's all wet.

Sure, put it on the rack...

...over by the table.

Ah, cool, cool...

Woah...

Is that... a camera? It looks ancient.

It's actually brand new...

Oh yeah? May I...?

Go ahead.
Freaking awesome! How's the picture quality?

Try it. You can take one of me.

Woah...

Uhmm...

Sure.

Ahem.

Watch...

...the birds.

What...

Oh?

It printed it...

Hmn... not really.

It's more of a, uhmm...

Chemical reaction.

Ah...

GOTCHA.
Anyway... how’s it look?

Well...

Let me see...

Hmm...

What?

Don’t you like it?

It’s just...

It’s a tad dark don’t you think?

Aw man...

Ha ha...

A-hem, it’s fine...

Here...

Take another one...

Stand a little closer this time.

Okay...
LET'S GET...

A GOOD ANGLE...

SEE IF I CAN...

YEAH...

RIGHT ABOUT...

HM-HMN.

HERE ...

PERFECT!

ALRIGHT HOLD THA~--!

FLSH!

GOOD JOB.

NOW...

JUST GIVE IT A LITTLE SHAKE...

A-HEM.
HOO! HERE WE GO...

LETS HAVE A LOOK...

MAMMA
OH, YEAH.
NOW...
THIS IS A NICE ONE.

DON'T YOU THINK SO?

YEAH...

IS EVERYTHING ALRIGHT?

AHH.

HA-HA-HA.

YOU SEEM A BIT... TENSE

THEH! WELL... YOU KNOW...

HERE...

LET'S GET YOU A LITTLE...

MORE...

CONFORTABLE.

HOT DAMN!

WHAT SKILL!

LETS GET YOU A LITTLE...

MORE...

CONFORTABLE.

DAMN?

DOES THAT FEEL BETTER?
Yeah... much.

Good, good...

Y'a know, Tim?

I can't put my finger on it...

But...

When I'm around you...

It's like...

I'm under some sort of...

Spell...

Does that sound crazy?

Heh! Maybe I should get a magic wand.

Oh, I think...

Hmmm...

You already got that covered.

Abra-cadabra?

Hn...

Think I can make it...

...disappear?

Thah!

Aah!
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WE CANNOT EFFECT FREE WILL...

...TIMOTHY CURRIE.

WE MERELY...

NUDGE...

HAH-AH!
J-JUST...
A...

...COUPLE MORE INCHES...

HAHAAA!

WANNA GIVE ME A HAND WITH THAT?

SURE

I GOT AN IDEA...
LEMMIE JUST CLIMB UP AND...

OH...

SO THAT'S HOW YOU WANT IT?

YEAH...

THIS WAY...

I CAN REALLY...

RIDE THAT SWEET MOUTH.

YOU TEASE...

JUST GIMME WHAT I NEED...

HAHA!

TONGUE OUT...

YEH...

HOOF...

AHA-A-B

HIMING

THAT'S IT...

HUA!

HUN!

HUA-HA!

HUA-HA-HA!
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PERFECT!

FEEL THAT?!

HMM!

EHH?

EVERY INCH...

MA!!

HMM!

GILK!

HMM!

HSHH!!

BHM!

EVERY...

BHM!

BHM!

BHM!

DAMN...

BHM!

INCH!

BHM!

HEEHH!!

I'M IN...

YOU LOVE A GOOD DICK DOWN YOUR THROAT...

DON'T YOU? 😍
SHE SURE DOES...

PUAAH...

AH-HAHAH...

HNF...

FUCK...

SOMETHING ON YOUR MIND?

THEH

YEAH...

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

HSHEE!!

H-HGHAH!

G-- B

DAMN!!

HA!

ATTABY--
DON'T YOU WANNA SEE THEM?
FUCK...YES...

CHUNK!
SNAP!

DEVIL... DOGS.
SWEET MOTHER OF HILLS!

FUCKIN' BETTER THAN I EVER DREAMED!

JUST HOW RAW IT TASTES...

YES... IT IS SUBLIME.

AHAAH... S-SLOW DOWN THERE, BABY...

DON'T GET TOO HOT JUST YET...

SEE? IF YOU'RE NOT CAREFUL... YOU'LL SPILL ALL THE GOOD STUFF.

OH, DON'T WORRY...

I WON'T LET YOU WASTE IT!
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HMMM....
THAT GOOD, HUH....?
YOU DON'T MIND, RIGHT?
H-Hn.
I JUST HAVE TO...
CATCH THIS FOR...
...LATER...
FLSH!
WAY? SO YOU CAN JACK OFF TO IT?
HA!
HA!
'CAN YOU R-REALLY... HNF... BLAME ME?
WELL...
I GUESS NOT...
BUT YOU KNOW...
YOU DON'T NEED TO DO THAT ANYMORE...
RIGHT?
OOF
JUST...
HEEH!
I'M ALWAYS OPEN, A-HAA
HN!
AH!
LGil!
THIS ALMOST FEELS...

HA!
LIKE...
AH!
HEEH!

SQUISH! EM...

LAHAI!
BBRRRRRR
ARRRRRRRR
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GWAB & MA HAIR.

HINCH: RIGHT.

HHHH!

SHE WANTS THAT LOAD...

SO...

SO MUCH...

SO...

SHE'LL GET IT...

Hинг!!

HAW!!
She'll get it good...

Oohh...

Hu...

H-H-H

And then...

It shall be our turn...

H-H-H

Fuck...

Yes!

Eh!

Blaa!

Cum for me baby...

Hn! Don't stop!

Oooh!

Heehee...

Hn!!
SPLK

SPLIT

LY...

SHIT

SPLK!

THAT'S IT!

TASTE IT!

HN.

HN.

HN.

LOOK AT ME...

HWA...

LET ME SEE...

GOOD...

ISH... SHO... MUSH.

SWALLOW...

AHHHH...

GLP.

HEH.

NOT SO BAD?
IT'S DEFINITELY...

GROWING ON ME...

THEH...

HAAN...

HNNB

HNNH

HNNH

HNF...

PUAHH...

SHEEZ!

HA...

WE COULD TAKE THIS SOMEWHERE ELSE...

IF YOU WANT...

KA-HEM...

CAN I...

BRING THE CAMERA?

HAA...
PERFECTION.

LET'S GET IN THERE!

DOES THAT THING EVER GO DOWN?

Huh?

HEH.

NEVER....

However...

ON THE OTHER HAND...

AH...

UH-HUH?

HAPPY TO HEAR...

AH...

YUMMY.

HELL'S BELLS! SHE'S SO HUNGRY!

WOW...

WE CAN TASTE IT.
HOW ABOUT THIS ONE?

IS IT SWEET?

HA HA HA!

SHH!

BOY!

FUCK! RIGHT THERE...

HA! Shit...

SHH!

LIKE THAT DON'TCHA, BABY...

LIKE SWEET AS BROWN SUGAR?

I SWEAR...

A GUY COULD COM FROM JUST EATING HER...

HEH!

GOOD THING YOU GOT US THEN, ROSS.

YEAH...

HA...

AH!

HA!

THAT'S TOTALLY A DEMON COCK.
T-THERE...
NOW...
STEADY...
AND...
DON'T...
OOOH!
SHH...
MOVE!
Huh...
Huh!
Ah!
WHA!
WHA!

DAMN...
JUST...
HE?
YOU FUCK ME ALREADY?!
YES.
WE DID WELL.
SPREAD IT.

Ours!

WE CAN MAKE HER...
Huh!

Shut up...

Hmm...

Shut up...

Sssh.

R-right?

Hmm...

Yeah.

Take a look...

It's gotta be all in...

So damn big!

It's...

Hey!
Hoo
WOW...

AM I REALLY...
THAT...

WET--
HAP.

WHAP!

HN!

HN!

FUCKK.

CREAMY AS
A DONUT...

LOOK AT
IT...

WATCH ME
SMASH THIS
PUSSY...

HOLY
SHIT...

FEEL
THAT?

CLII:

KAI:

WHAP!

TAP!

TAP!

TAP!

TAP!

(TAP!

(HEE--

(HEE--
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I DON'T KNOW...

I'M JUST...

LIVING THE DREAM.

HAH REALLY...?

SO...

WHAT COMES NEXT IN THAT...

DREAM?

HAH...

HAH...
VICIOUS... SLEEP... Huh...

SUCH A LIL' DEVIL...

YOU KNOW IT...

NOW.

LET'S GET THOSE HONEY BUNS...

IN FOCUS.

SWEET...

SWEET MAMA.

ON ALL FOURS.

WIDE OPEN...

YES...

"YOU KNOW WHAT I LIKE..."

FLASH!
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OH HOW I’VE DREAMED ABOUT THIS.

FOR SO LONG.

WONDERING...

YOU’RE SUCH A NAS-TY

Fuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

OH GOSH!

HOLY S**T!

OH HAI!

YOU’RE SUCH A NAS-TY

Buuuuuuuuuuuuuu

HAAA!

TASTE...

AND FEEL...
YOU PICKED WELL, BOSS.

HOOD RIDE?

HOOD.

SHE'S Ripe...

atta,
girl.

ever had a...

big dick in there?
HA!
HA!
FELT GOOD.
HA!
HA!
REALLY?
HA!
WHAT?
HA!
HOH...
OH...
WHAT?
HOH...
IT'S FUNNY...
I WAS THE VIRGIN EARLIER TODAY...
HOH...
THE B YUMMIEST...
AND NOW YOU...
HOH...
WITH THIS VIRGIN ASS...
HUMFF...
NICE HOW IT COMES FULL CIRCLE...
HHEHHAH!
DON'T YOU THINK?
AHA!
HAHA!
HAH!
AHA!
AHA!
AHA!
UHAN...
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FUCK, CAN IT... EVEN... FIT?

IT WILL... WE DID IT WITH SUMMONER LAST NIGHT...

WH--? OH YEAH... THEH!

WE JUST DROWN IT IN SPIT.

NICE...

AND WET...

YES...

LET HER PUSH IT OUT...

AND RELAX... NOW, WHEN SHE PULLS IT IN... & WE THRUST!

MAA...

HFF!

HANG

Hnn... G?

WOW...
I'm loving this... 😜

Hing!!

And out again...

F*ck!

Don't...

Haha... What ya say?

My dick or that butt plug?

Shit...

Will you...

Please...

F*cking hell...

Ha...

Damn!

If that's all you're gonna give me...

I think...

I rather get the plug... 😭😭
SS--SLOWER... HA...
KAY... I WILL SLOWLY...

UP...
SHIT.

AH...

HOOPE...

LIKE... THAT...
GOD...

OH--DAMN, TIMOTHY.

I DON'T THI--INK I'VE EV--ER FELT...

S'OBBFUL...

HNN?

HNNLY... SHIT!
IT'S... BIG ENOUGH FOR YOU, THEN?

HAY! BIGGEST I'VE EVER HAD...

P-PERFECT GODDAMN DICK...

HINCH-A LOOVS HOW...

T-THICK IT IS...

AMAZING.

D-DO... I FEEL GOOD...

FOR Y-YOU... CLAP!

CLAP!

YOU?

HNF!!

HU-REE!

YOU FUCKIN' SERIOUS?!

CLAP! CLAP!
THIS BODY OF YOURS...

YOU COULDA BEEN ONE OF THOSE... HN!

"Just Fans" GIRLS...

WITH YER...

HA!

MASSIVE TITS...

CLAP! CLAP!

AND PLUMP...

TIGHT...

ASS...

HELLS YEAH...

TALK ABOUT TOP TIER CONTENT...

"T-THAT GOOD HOH?" HN! SHI--

SHIT...

HM-HN!

CLAP!
GUESS THAT MAKES YOU A...
VIP...?

YUP...
SO, HOW 'BOUT...
YOU GIVE THIS...VERY IMMENSE PENIS.

SOME...
GOLD STAR SERVICE

THE-ER...
SPIT ON IT... NOW...
TURN OVER...

I WANNA SEE YER FACE...

WHEN I GO....

BALLS...
DEEP!

HOAH!

HAH HA!

GEEZ...

MHAA!
DAMN...

SUCH A JUICY, FAT PUSSY. ALL WET AND SLICK...

A SWEET, CREAMY...

HONEY DONUT.

HNNN... LIKE THE LOOK OF THAT TASTY TREAT?

HNNF! SO FUCKIN' MUCH...

WELL? I HAVE TWO HOLES THAT NEED FILLING...

WHY DON'T YOU...

...DO SOMETHING ABOUT THAT.

YES, SIR. YES, MS. P!
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"It's all yours..."

BABY...

OOF!

OOF!

HANG!

FF...

WHAP!

WHAP!

SLAP!

WRAP!

WRAP!

SLAP!

SLAP!

WRAP!

SLAP!

SLAP!
YES! I'M YOUR WHORE, BABY!

I'M YOUR S-SLUT! HA!

WHERE YOU WANT THIS CUM?

T-TELL ME...

HNG!

HUH?

T-THERE!

HAAAA!

C-CUM...

OOF!

IN MY...

AH-HAA!

ASS...

WHDD!

...
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HOO!

OOF...FUCK!

FC!

AH!

HAH

SHIT...

UHM, MS.P...
YOU FEEL...OKAY?

UHN...?

YOU KIDDIN'?

HNG...

I FEEL...A-MAZIN'

HNN...:
MY INSIDES ARE SPAZZIN' OUT LIKE...O CRAZY.

THEH!
Hey! You got cum in my hair...

Oh shit... Did it? S-sorry. This thing's...

...got some power to it.

Yes, it does.

Hnnn.

S'okay... I need a shower anyway.

You know...

It's big enough for two in there...

Wanna stay dirty?

Oohn?"
WHHEW...

MAN. I'VE NEVER DONE THAT IN THE SHOWER...

HMMN I BET.

SO...

I'VE PUT YOUR RIPPED PANTS IN YOUR BAG, UNDER YOUR UHHA... "PROOTY SKINS"?

OH, KAY. THANKS.

THOSE ARE MY SISTER'S...

UHMHUM... HOW THOUGHTFUL...

WELP.

WELL...

GOOD NIGHT--

TH--
TIM...

...?

YEAH, MS. P?

YOU'D BETTER GO.

KAY.

UHM...

SEE YA THEN.

GOOBYE...

SWOOSHHHH. "SPLAT."

SHUFFLE
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ZZZZZ... NNNNN
HEY, POE-POE.

WHAT'S UP?

BRRN?

WHAT?

THUMP.

...END OF SPADES.